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Dear Delegates,

My name is Angela Zhang, and I am more than thrilled to be serving as your Chair for the Squid
Game Crisis! Working alongside me will be your Crisis Director and Crisis Staff, Angie Wah and
Katelyn Cui, respectively. To begin, we’ll first introduce ourselves so you can get to know us a
little better!

I’m Angela, and I’m a senior at PEA. For fun, I love to watch cooking videos and embark on
ridiculous fitness challenges with friends. I’ve been doing MUN since my freshman year, and my
favorite part of it is marveling at the very wacky ideas that my peers generate. Outside of MUN,
I compete in Mock Trial and enjoy the performing arts.

My name is Angie Wah, and I’m currently a senior at PEA who’s been doing MUN for 7 years.
For fun, I enjoy dancing and choreographing with my friends and taking walks in nature,
preferably at sunset. I look forward to seeing what solutions will be presented during the
committee and how you may work around the incoming developments to this time-sensitive
situation!

Now that we’ve introduced ourselves, we’re excited for you to begin reading the background
guide. With Season 1 being one of the biggest hits the world has ever seen and Season 2 in tow,
we knew Squid Game would be an eye-catching topic for any delegate. Even if you’ve never
watched the series, we’re confident you’ll be able to navigate the committee—that’s what the
background guide is for!—and find it to be an interesting topic. With that being said, we still
suggest watching the series, not just for the sake of firming your own understanding of the
committee’s premises, but because the show addresses societal issues that may be of interest to
you.

Ultimately, this committee will be one of great chaos. It is a question of where loyalty lies, and it
will be a great game of politics. We look forward to seeing what ideas you have!

Best,
Angela, Angie, and Katelyn
azhang5@exeter.edu
awah@exeter.edu
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Squid Game, A History:

The plot of Squid Game follows the stories of players as they try to survive six rounds of

twisted childhood games in order to win a 38 million dollar prize. The players, numbering 456 in

total, are made up of South Koreans in desperate financial situations who join the game after

being contacted by The Salesman. The six games in the Squid Game are based on traditional

korean children's games including: ddakji, red light green light, ppopgi, tug of war, glass

stepping stone bridge, marbles, and finally the titular squid game. Behind the scenes there are the

VIPs who are shown to be mysterious wealthy foreigners who watch the players' struggles for

amusement. The main overseer of Squid Game is Front Man who exerts their power through

masked Workers. Later in the show it’s revealed that one of the players, 001, was actually the

creator of the Squid Game, Oh Il-nam, and has been watching the games for 30 years.

A major part of Squid Game is its commentary on corruption within Korean society.

Along with the suspenseful and heart wrenching story Squid Game is also the author's stand

against corporations involvement in the Korean government. This corruption is one of the

underlying reasons why the missing people haven’t been actively searched for because of the

state of the Korean Government. Currently around 40 chaebols exist in South Korea, which are

large industrial South Korean corporations controlled by an individual or family, with a handful

making up the greater share of the country's economic output. The four most well known —

Samsung, LG, Hyundai, and SK — make up to one-half of the domestic stock market value.

These chaebols have been gaining increasing power within Korea to the extent that this year’s

presidential delegates refrained from discussing them in order to avoid threatening their
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candidacy.1 Therefore, it is hard to climb up the economic ladder from the bottom, providing

context for the players’ financial desperation.

Introduction Episode (1-2:)

Seong Gi-hun is caught in a hard place having accumulated impossible debts with loan

sharks due to his gambling addiction. Because of this, his relationship with his daughter and

ex-wife is strained. After dropping off his daughter, Seong Gi-hun is approached by the

Salesman to play a game of ddakji to win money. After humiliating Seong Gi-hun, The Salesman

offers him an opportunity to play more high risk games with a greater prize. Gi-hun accepts in

desperation. After being sedated he arrives in a mysterious dorm with the other 455 participants

numbered in green track suits. Soon the mystery is revealed as guards and Workers announce

their situation: To receive the billion dollar prize players will have to win six games, each on a

separate day. After recognizing some old company and befriending an old man, player 001,

Seong Gi-hun and the rest of the participants begin the first game: Redlight, Greenlight. It is a

slaughter.

After the first game, all the surviving contestants are brought back to the dormitory. The

guards enter revealing that 255 players were eliminated. After this, several players beg to be let

go from the games, promising that they will pay off their debts. But, a guard clarifies that the

point of the games are not to punish the players for their debts, but to give them a second chance.

At this, Cho Sang-woo invokes the third clause of the consent form that says the game

can be ended if the majority vote to leave. The guards agree but reveal the cash prize - ₩25

billion. Each contestant is worth ₩100 million and that the total prize pot will be ₩45.6 billion.

1 https://foreignbrief.com/asia-pacific/korea/the-rulers-of-south-korea/
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Despite the money, the players vote not to continue, with 001 being the tiebreaker in the 100-100

tie. Everyone is then dropped off back on the mainland, with the promise that if a majority of

people want to continue the games after a few days, the games will be restarted.

Gi-hun immediately goes to a police station and tries to report the game, but the officers think his

story sounds too ridiculous to be true. He visits his mother in the hospital, only to find that hse is

not there and went home because the hospital fee is too expensive. Sang-woo speaks to his

mother over the phone, lying to her that he is on a business trip. After ending the call, two police

officers approach his mother and inform her that Sang-woo has a warrant out for his arrest, being

charged with forgery, embezzlement, and other crimes related to fraud. He tries to commit

suicide, only to be stopped. Another player, Ali, returns home to his wife and child, telling them

to buy tickets for the first plane back to their home in Pakistan, assuring her that he loves her and

he'll join them once he gets his job done. Ultimately, everyone decides to return to the games,

waiting on the street at midnight to be picked up by the cars.

Episodes 3&4:

As the vans carry the willing players back to the Game Venue, Hwang Jun-ho follows

these vans with his car. The vans arrive at a port and the players embark on a cargo ship. Jun-ho

sneaks in by attaching himself to the bottom of the last van. He gets out of the van, tackles a

worker, and wears the worker's clothes, and takes his ID,

The ship finally arrives at the island and the players then wake up in the familiar facility.

During their conversation, Player 001, Gi-Hun, Cho Sang-woo and Ali join in and all together

they form a team. They eat and guess what the other children's games might be.
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The next game is the honeycomb dalgona candy game. Each player gets a different

shaped candy: an umbrella, circle, triangle, or a star. Byeong-gi, Sae-byeok, Ali and eventually

Gi-Hyun pass with 3 minutes to spare. Meanwhile, Jun-ho, who is disguised as a worker but

doesn't perform his guard job of clearing out the eliminated players, is told by one of the

Managers to see him after the round so he can have a word with him. As Byeong-gi makes his

way back with the passing players, he then parts ways and goes off with another soldier.

Meanwhile, Mi-nyeo successfully carves out the star shape, and as she leaves the room, she

secretly drops her lighter to Deok-su, who uses her method to pass. Deok-su, the old man, passes

as well. The Front Man, watching through the Control Room, then makes his way to the game

room, and orders the soldiers to shoot the players who failed within the time limit.

After the Sugar Honeycombs game was finished, out of 187 players, 79 were eliminated

and 108 made it. Thirty minutes before lights out, Player 001, with Gi-hun, Sang-woo, and Ali,

stick together, discussing a plan for the night. Sang-woo theorizes that this night will be

dangerous due to Deok-Su and his gang stealing food.

Hwang Jun-ho, still disguised as a guard, witnesses Player 111 and two other guards

dissecting a dead body for organ harvesting. Byeong-gi asks the guards what the next game is

and they give him an egg. The guards reveal that they gave the players less food today on

purpose to start a fight between the players tonight.

T hat night, right when the lights go out, Deok-su goes towards Player 198, stabbing her

with a part of the glass bottle that broke earlier, starting the brawl in the dark. Ali, Sae-byeok,

Gi-hun and Sang-woo are backed in the maze of bunks, trying to protect themselves from
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Deok-su, Player 303, Player 040, Player 278, and Mi-nyeo. However, Player 001 screams that he

is scared and cries for the riot to stop. The Front Man notices this, and ends the Special Round.

The guards come into the dorm, asking if anyone knows someone named "Hwang In-ho,"

the police officer who has disguised himself as a guard. Nobody knows him.

For the next game, the players are dividing into teams of 10. The teams get led outside to

another room. A guard reveals that they will play Tug of War, explaining the rules of the game.

The guards draw lots to decide which teams will play in the game. The first two teams to are

Team 1, which comprises of Deok-su and his gang, and Team 7. Team 1 wins almost instantly,

pulling Team 7 off of their platform and to their deaths. Gi-hun’s team, Team 4, and Team 5 then

get chosen for the next round. Player 001 encourages his team by explaining that Tug of War is

more than just raw strength - it takes good teamwork and strategic thinking. With this strategy,

Team 4 holds their ground and Team 5 is unable to make much progress. They pull back and

forth until Team 4 is able to pull Team 5 off the edge, to their deaths.

Episode 5 and 6:

The 40 remaining contestants must survive the night, but trust is low because of the

events of the night before. Gi-hun and his team create a barricade for protection. Sang-woo and

Ali share their backstories, with Ali sharing that most of his family lives back in Pakistan, and he

brought his wife and son with him to work in Korea. But, things did not work out financially for

him and his status as a poor immigrant made him want to participate in the games.

Gi-hun also shares his story with the old man. He used to make car parts, but was then

laid off due to his bosses’ financial mismanagement. The workers organized a strike to get their
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jobs back, but it degraded into a violent riot. Unfortunately, at the same time, his ex-wife went

into labor and she nearly died from complications, so Gi-hun missed his daughter’s birth. This

left him with PTSD and began his downward spiral into developing a gambling addiction. Player

001 gets a headache and fever, so Gi-hun takes care of him. The guards also start to become

suspicious of Guard 29 (Hwang Jun-ho in disguise), and start questioning him. But this is

interrupted by Byeong-gi becoming irate at his conditions and job.

When Byeong-gi finishes the dissection, the guards say that they don't know when the

next game is. Byeong-gi kills a guard, only to be discovered by The Front Man and his men, who

execute Byeong-gi and the corrupt guards for cheating.

At the same time, Jun-ho goes looking for the Front Man's quarters to find information on

his brother, another potential victim of the games.

All the remaining players were rounded up at gunpoint, while Jun-ho discovers that his

brother, Hwang In-ho, had won the game back in 2015.

Then they see the bodies of Player 111 and the other conspirators hung for cheating, and

are assured by the workers that the games are designed to be fair. In the fourth game the players

are told to pair up. Catching the characters by surprise, they are told that they will be playing

against their chozen partners in a game of marbles. Those that won all of their partners' marbles

in 30 minutes would survive. Mi-nyeo is unable to find a partner in the 10 minute time limit and

is dragged off by the Workers. During the game Sae-byeok and Player 240, Ji-yeong, share their

life stories. In this exchange Ji-yeong decides to sacrifice herself as she feels that sae-byeok has

more to live for. Meanwhile Sang-woo wins after tricking Ali into handing over his marbles.

Gi-hun is filled with guilt as he exploits Player 001's dementia to win, but in the end finds out

that player 001 was aware of the deception. Player 001 then tells Gi-hun his name is Oh Il-nam,
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and allows Gi-hun to win, as he is his trusted friend regardless of the trickery. Traumatized by

the loss of their friends, Gi-hun and Sae-byeok continue on carrying their grief.

Episode 7 and 8:

The players return surprised to find Mi-nyeo still alive. Then, the Foreign VIPs are

introduced as they move from wagering remotely to wagering on the final rounds in person on

the Island. The front man greets them and tells the VIPs that The Host won’t be joining them.

Jun-ho continues to investigate, stealing the outfit of a waiter to get closer to the VIPs. Luring a

VIP to a private room he attacks the VIP then escapes the island after recording the VIP’s

confession. Returning to the players' situation, the fifth game has begun with a new game forcing

players to choose between different paths on a glass bridge with tiles that might shatter. Players

in the front progressively test the panels with their lives. Deok-su refuses to move even with

dwindling time, daring others to go before him. As revenge for betraying her, Mi-nyeo pulls him

down with her to their deaths. The group's rescue player 017, Do Jung-Soo, is a seasoned glass

worker and able to determine which panels are safe. Feeling that the challenge has become

unentertaining, the Front Man turns off the lights, and counters Jung-Soo’s skills. Running out of

time, Sang-woo pushes Jung-Soo to his death to reveal the final trick tile. After the fifth game

only Gi-hun, Sang-woo, and Sae-byeok remain. Though they completed the game their troubles

were not over yet. In a twist the glass behind them explodes and injures everyone.

Following the events of the previous episode, Gi-hun, Sang-woo, and Sae-byeok return to

the dorm to recover. Gi-hun and Sang-woo begin to argue as their opposing ethics clash.

Sae-byeok, remaining uninvolved, was critically stabbed during the bridge explosion and hid the
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wound from the others. The staffers interrupt the conflict to deliver formal clothing to the

finalists. After eating dinner, each player secretly sneaks away a steak knife. Later back at the

dorm Gi-hun suggests to Sae-byeok that they should ally against Sang-woo, but instead they

make a promise that whoever wins the game will look after the other's loved ones. Gi-hun still

moves to kill Sang-woo in his sleep, but Sae-byeok stops him, telling Gi-hun that he’s not a

murderer. Sae-byeok is weakened by her wound and falls unconscious, prompting Gi-hun to

search for help. The guards arrive only to collect her corpse as Sang-woo kills Sae-byeok in

Gi-huns abscince. Gi-hun then tries to attack Sang-woo furious and devastated at the loss of

another friend. This attack remains unsuccessful as the guards stand between them. Returning to

Jun-ho’s story, he makes it to another island but is quickly apprehended by the Front Man and the

guards. Shockingly, the Front Man reveals himself to be Jun-ho’s brother, In-ho, who won in

2015. In-ho tries to recruit Jun-ho, but he refuses, In-ho then shoots him causing Jun-ho to fall

into the sea.

Finale Episode 9:

In the final game which the show was named after, Gi-hun defeats Sang-woo in a brutal

fight in a grim reflection of the two playing squid game as kids.  Gi-hun, still caring for his

childhood friend, begs Sang-Woo to stop the game using the third clause. Instead of stopping the

games, Sang-woo apologizes and stabs himself in the neck. His final wish is for Gi-hun to take

care of his mother.

Gi-hun is returned to Seoul by Front Man with a bank card to access the prize money,

only to discover his own mother has died. After a year the money in his bank account is still
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untouched out of guilt, Gi-hun remains traumatized and lives similarly to how he used to.

Surprisingly he finds an invitation card from his gganbu, and meets Oh Il-nam on his deathbed.

Il-nam reveals he was also a VIP and made the games to entertain bored wealthy people. Making

a final wager, Il-nam offers his life and more information about the Squid games with Gi-hun if

someone were to help an unconscious man lying on a street corner. The man is saved but Il-nam

dies shortly after.  Keeping true to his promises, Gi-hun finds Sae-byeok's brother and he and

Sang-woo's mother support him, gifting him a share of the prize money. Along his way to

reconnect with his daughter in Los Angeles, he sees the Salesman again playing ddakji with

another desperate gambler like himself. After a panicked pursuit he only manages to get that

player's invitation card and warns the person not to ever take the offer. He calls the card's number

before boarding his plane, demanding to know who’s behind the games. Front Man answers and

tells him to board the plane, but Gi-hun doesn’t move on and returns to the terminal.

Introduction to the Current Situation:

Following the last iteration of the Squid Games, The VIPs, or the Board of Directors for

Squid Game, are convening with some other major figures in the game to construct the rules and

logistics for the game’s next iteration. This is, of course, if such a game is even set to occur,

given rumors of the game’s existence have begun to circulate in the general public.

Rumors: The first topic to be addressed in committee will be how to deal with the rumors that are

currently circulating in South Korea. Many of the missing persons from the last game’s iteration

have been reported to be last seen with a salesman, who has been found to walk the subway

station during odd hours of the night. Families of the missing persons have all filed police
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reports, which triggered a nation-wide investigation. Three of the missing person’s carcasses

have been found afloat in the Yellow Sea. As of now, there has been no real progress in the

investigation; the only pattern they have been able to track is that all the missing persons were in

great debt. There are rumors of either debt-collectors coming to take these missing persons, or

some illegal activity that all these people have become involved in, and there are suspicions of

the three bodies that were found to have been from Seongapodo Island. The police are currently

on the hunt for the salesman, and they are set to come to the Island in the next week to begin

their search for additional bodies, as well as the salesman. There is a $100,000 reward for the

public if someone were to spot the salesman. In spite of the investigation’s lack of progress, the

rumors are the hottest topic in South Korea and are receiving immense coverage on all of South

Korea’s broadcasting channels.

Game Continuation: The second topic to address in committee is whether the games should

continue. While for some people, their choice is heavily dependent on the severity of the rumors

and the news coverage that the rumors are receiving, for others, the choice is reflective of their

morals. This is ultimately a battle of money and entertainment versus people and lives. Great and

passionate rhetoric will be needed, regardless of the stance you take. If the outcome is not in

your favor, it is possible for you to look for other ways to pursue your agenda, except on a more

individual and private level.

Game Logistics:

The third and final topic to address in committee will be the game logistics. This includes how

the game will be designed, selection criteria for players and how they are recruited into the game,
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selection criteria for minions and how they are recruited into the game, what happens to

eliminated players, and of course, the types of games that will be played and its rules.

Considering the rumors being spread right now are related to the players’ recruitment method

and common trait of debt, it would be wise to think of broadening selection criteria and changing

the recruitment method. Additionally, the topic of what happens to eliminated players is an

especially urgent one. While death in the last game was a major source of entertainment for the

VIPs, it is not only immoral, but also what led to the circulation of rumors in the first place (with

the 399 missing persons). On the other hand, if eliminated players are allowed to leave the game

alive, there is an extremely high risk of them exposing the game and reporting it to the South

Korean police.

Areas to Consider:

This committee will be relatively fast paced and character focused because of the urgent situation

of the game planners and their conflicting desires. Character motivations will be the core

mechanics of this committee. With multiple updates spanning the committee, delegates must be

ready to think on their toes and be ready to make alliances - or break them - on a whim in order

to advance their position.

Directives:

Directives are no different from resolutions, but are shorter and are meant to solve the current

issue at hand. Directives are composed of sponsors, signatories, and clauses. Sponsors are writers

of the document, while signatories did not write it but are individuals who want to see the

document debated and voted on. They do not have to support the document. Operative clauses
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are statements that start with an action verb which detail a solution to the issue. Preambulatory

clauses are not needed to detail the problem at hand.

Crisis Notes:

These drive the flow of committee. Delegates create their own story-line as they try to

accumulate as many resources as possible. Crisis notes are addressed to another character that is

not represented by a delegate and can help the delegate a path to acquire resources. For example,

if you were in a My Hero Academia Committee, you could write to Pro Hero Hawks for a

motivational speech, to boost the people’s morale and win them back over to help defeat a

villain.

Position Papers:

Position papers are required at PEAMUN. If you would like to receive feedback, please email us

by October 30th. If you have any questions about your character or Squid Game in general, we’d

be happy to help out as well!

Questions to Consider:

For Former Players:

- Are you trying to end the game, or continue it?

- Are you sympathetic and do you believe in the mission that Squid Game is giving people

a second chance at changing their lives? How has this game impacted you and your

financial state?
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- Do you feel guilt? Did you take advantage of the money? Was the game worth it in the

end?

For the Cops:

- Do you have a support system? Any safety net to fall back on?

- What are you trying to expose, or rather, how will you try to expose it when you know

that people find the notion of this game fantastical and absurd?

-

For VIPs:

- Do you feel that your money has been stained morally by the acts that you have betted

on?

- What will you do withall the money you have accumulated? How do VIPs avoid public

scrutiny on their vast quantities of wealth? (Ex: charity for PR, motivational speeches

about hard work, staying out of the public sphere, ect.)

- Have other VIPs come before you? Did they give you any advice? Have you been sworn

to secrecy?

- VIPs hold great influence over different companies, how can they use this power to

change public opinion and the actions of fellow shareholders?

- Are all VIPs working for the same goals and how far are they willing to go to forward

their plans?

- Learning from history, how has corruption caused diversion and power imbalances

before?
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Character Portfolios:

VIP Lion2: Lion is concerned with the circulating rumors that are

receiving increased amounts of attention back in South Korea.

His goal is to squash such rumors and prevent the public from

learning of the game’s existence, pnot out of fear for arrest, but

because the games are his greatest source of entertainment.

Lacking a moral compass, Lion thinks he is invincible and that

his money can solve any issue, but ideally, he would like to resolve his concerns without having

to tap into his financial assets. He wants to limit his monetary usage to contributing to the next

game winner’s prize money. Lion is a major stakeholder in Samsung Electronics.

VIP Bull3: Similar to Lion, Bull is extremely concerned with

the publicity of rumors and is thus openly trying to end the

game. While the games used to be a good source of

entertainment for him, the violence and gore during the last

iteration has deeply unsettled him. Additionally, much of Bull’s

wealth comes from embezzled funds, so the thought of any

possible police or government involvement makes him nervous. His guilty conscience pushes

him towards ending the game once and for all, while also ridding any remnants of the previous

games, as if the Squid Games never existed. Bull is a major stakeholder in SK Holdings.

VIP Panther4: Panther is concerned with the rumors but is in

favor of continuing the games. He would like to search for

ways to squash the threat of exposure and establish the

logistics of the game’s next iteration. He also wants to expand
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the game to be bigger than ever, increasing the number of players from the last iteration’s 400.

He doesn’t believe the games are morally corrupt, either. In fact, he thinks it’s a great opportunity

for someone to win a life-changing amount of money, and as for the people who lose, well,

they’re put out of their miserably poor lives. Panther is a major stakeholder in KBS.

VIP Eagle5: Like Bull, Eagle would like to end the games. He

recently learned that one of the 400 players in the last iteration

was one of his family members with whom he last contact after

accumulating his wealth. Racked with guilt and finally realizing

the inhumanity of the VIPs’ actions, Eagle is determined to end

this monstrosity, one way or another. Eagle is a major stakeholder

in KBS.

VIP Deer6: Deer is and has always been a wildcard. It is unclear

where his morals lie. He is usually the swing vote when it comes

to the Board of Directors. An extremely logical man, he will

choose the course of action that makes the most sense to him. He

is also an extremely creative person, serving as the mastermind

behind the games’ designs in the previous iteration. Deer is a

major stake holder in Samsung Electronics.

Seong GiHun7: GiHun is a former gambling addict and the

survivor and winner of the last Squid Games. He has been invited

to the meeting to share his opinions on the last game. Having been

mentally and emotionally traumatized, GiHun is wholeheartedly
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against the game’s existence and his desire is to end the game. This is a unique opportunity for

him to meet the brains behind the games in-person. For reference, GiHun has nearly $39,000,000

in prize money. Gihun values kindness, teamwork, and is protective of his family and friends.

Hwang JunHo8: Junho is the police officer who went undercover

in the last Squid Games and was injured after being discovered.

Because the VIPs are curious as to how JunHo was able to

surpass security measures, and because they want to prevent him

from reporting back to South Korea, they have allowed him to

take part in the design of the next games. While the VIPs are

aware of his intentions to end and expose the games, JunHo is expected to cooperate and not be

in contact with the SK police, or else he will be met with death. He is also Front Man’s younger

brother, and he is unable to reconcile that his brother was the one orchestrating the heinous

game.

Front Man9: Front Man is the masked figure who orchestrates the

Squid Game and makes sure everything goes according to plan. He

is essentially the VIPs’ right-hand man and most trusted person.

Additionally, he has authority over the minions and has the most

influence in deciding who lives and who dies inside the perimeter

of the game. Thus, his voice is most influential when it comes to

establishing game rules. While Front Man’s loyalty to the VIPs is

undeniable and wants to squash the threat of game exposure, he still cares deeply for his brother,

JunHo.
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The Recruiter10: A salesman who, in the game’s last iteration, was

selected to approach people deep in debt and offer them large

sums of money to play a simple game. Every round he wins, he’s

allowed to slap the opponent, and if he loses, he gives money to

the other player. After this initial mini-game, he then invites the

players to the Squid Game. His voice is most influential when it comes to how players are

selected. A new method for selecting players is required to avoid discovery by the police, as one

of the rumors being spread is the previous method in which players were recruited. Attracted to

money, the recruiter would like to keep the game running as this is currently the most lucrative

occupation for him.

Helpful Resources:

Crisis Committees:

Two Helpful Links on Crisis Committees:
1. https://bestdelegate.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about-crisis-committees/

2. https://bestdelegate.com/how-to-do-well-in-a-model-un-crisis-committee-2/

Squid Game:

1. The show itself would serve as a wonderful source and will help you have a greater, more
in-depth understanding of what will happen in committee. It is available for streaming on
Netflix. If you don’t have Netflix, you are likely able to find it on other websites for free, but just
beware of potential viruses and don’t click on any ads.

2. The Squid Game Wiki is a great site filled with information on characters, series arcs, and
other information to help supplement and strengthen your understanding of the show.
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South Korea:

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wHw7Aa7lhhw is a great documentary on the chaebols of
South Korea, or its wealth groups. It explores how corporations, such as Samsung Electronics,
have begun to corrupt politics and government. This video may give you ideas on the powers
that the VIPs in this committee may have, or can try to use. (it is restricted to some countries, but
a VPN can bypass this! Let us know if you have any questions in accessing it!)
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